
M I N D F U L  N A T U R E 
P H O T O G R A P H Y

IMAgEN8 is a registered charity whose purpose 
is to foster sustainable connections with New 
Zealand's natural environment in our diverse 
communities through education, photography 
and technology. We believe that by forming deep 
connections to our natural environment, we are 
happier, more compassionate, conserve what we 
love, and live sustainably. Nature is a source of 
deep wellbeing.
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WORKSHOPS
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The program includes 6 workshops for upto 10 
children. All workshops are held on school grounds, 
or nearby reserve, and are 1-1.5 hrs. Please find some 
details below:

Let's find nature 

dSLR basics
Observation and mindful attention
Composition

Editing in Adobe Lightroom

Selecting their best pictures
Cropping

Beauty is everywhere

Finding a subject to work with from nature
Local ecology
Creating multiple photos of the subject (Project)
Light and color
Bringing together subject with other parts of nature

Editing Presets

Selecting best pictures and cropping
Working with Lightroom presets
Intro to advanced editing

Simplicity

Mindful attention to nature
Avoiding distractions when taking a picture
Simplicity
Composition

Your pictures

Pick their best 5 pictures from the program
Write captions or thoughts



WHY

MINDFUL 
NATURE

PHOTOGRAPHY

Mental wellbeing is a growing concern. Pace of 
life, academic stress and technology overuse are 
major factors. Time in nature is essential for mental 
wellbeing. This wisdom has been part of world 
cultures for thousands of years and there is now a 
large body of scientific evidence behind this.
New Zealand, like the rest of the world, is facing 
conservation, climate change and sustainability 
challenges. To increase awareness and inspire action, 
connecting our diverse growing communities with 
nature is critical. National and local environmental 
efforts need grassroots support. Support comes from 
deep connection and relationships.
REEfS (Responsible Environmental Education 
for Sustainability) goals are to deepen connection 
with nature, increase awareness and support for 
important conservation and climate action goals, and 
improve mental wellbeing through mindful nature 
photography and environmental education. 

Mindful nature photography reduces stress by taking 
children away from structured school work and into 
nature. It builds direct first-person awareness of the 
natural environment, and settles the mind through 
present moment awareness.
Photography builds connection with nature through 
artistic expression. It is a universal truth that the act 
of creation is one of the strongest forms of building 
connections.
It teaches children mindful attention through the 
medium of photography and inspires them to use 
photography as a means of awakening creativity and 
deep perception in this digital age.
Observation and attention builds curiosity about 
the environment, and curiosity is the best enabler 
for learning and action. Environmental education 
is much more readily absorbed once the mind is 
curious.
Compelling, personal imagery and storytelling helps 
spread the word and grows community support for 
conservation and climate action goals. 
Mindful nature photography changes the way 
children interact with technology, leveraging 
it to activate the innate power of attention and 
mindfulness, and to see creatively.



OUTCOMES Enhance mental wellbeing by breaking away from 
the structured school work and technology overuse. 
Find calm, sharpen awareness, deepen connection 
with nature, increase happiness.
Create inspiring imagery and stories to deepen an 
understanding of the beauty around us.
Increase awareness and support for local ecology, 
and important conservation and climate action goals. 
Deepen connection with local reserves and beaches.

A light in the dark

PROGRAM 
SUMMARY

Nature photography workshops in a natural 
environment (school grounds, reserve, beach, bush). 
Learn about mindful attention, and employ the 
camera for its most noble purpose: to learn to see 
what is. Learn about bringing elements of nature 
together to create something beautiful. Learn about 
light, composition, dSLRs/lenses, composition, 
color, simplicity, working on projects. 
Learn to edit photographs digitally in Adobe 
Lightroom - selection, cropping, using presets, intro 
to advanced editing. Add captions or tell a story about 
their best pictures. 
Cameras and other equipment supplied by 
IMAgEN8. Workshop images will be compiled into 
a photo book for the school.



QUOTES "No one will protect what they don't care about, 
and no one will care about what they have never 
experienced."

Sir David Attenborough

"This we know - the earth does not belong to man, 
man belongs to the earth. All things are connected 
like the blood that unites us all. Man did not weave 
the web of life, he is merely a strand in it. Whatever 
he does to the web, he does to himself."

Chief Seattle

"Those who dwell among the beauties and mysteries 
of the earth are never alone or weary of life."

Rachel Carson

"Look deep into nature and you will understand 
everything better."

Albert Einstein

“"The free flow of impressions and ideas that comes 
through a camera can teach you about the world 
and yourself. Photography can help you bypass your 
usual conceptual filters and engage what is known as 
the right brain, the source of intuition, imagination, 
and creativity. Here the mind can flow without 
attachment."

David Ulrich, Nature Photographer



CONTACT Tushar Sharma

021 029 05049
tushar@imagen8.co.nz

www.imagen8.co.nz
www.tusharma.com


